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Horiuchi, Fumino and Naoki Otani (to appear) “The Control Senses Revisited: The Case of the Prepositions *Over* and *Under*.”


付録 1：over と under の支配的意味に関連する例文

■ over の支配的意味
1. He has a strange power over his brother.
2. He has no control over the length of speeches.
3. The president holds sway over all the important decisions.
4. China exercises sovereignty over Hong Kong.
5. The fight ended with John standing over Mac, his fist raised.

■ under の支配的意味
6. He has fallen under her influence.
7. They are under contract.
8. She came under the influence of Herbert Spencer.
9. Under the old law of larceny he may not have been guilty of attempted larceny.
10. These schools come under the control of the Department of Education.
11. She was obviously under the influence of drugs.

■ 条件法の帰結説を導く under の用法
12. Under the agreement, most agricultural prices would be frozen or cut.
13. Under these conditions he might say the following …
14. UK air transport would be under national control, but with three separate companies.
15. He will not be able to tell them how much they would pay under the Labour party system.
16. Under a Labour government, the situation might not be that different.

付録 2：aside 構文の例文

■ AC1
17. Leaving justice aside, however, there are good pragmatic reasons for concern.
18. However, leaving aside that possibility, it can be argued that such a clause merely defines the seller’s obligation, and does not operate to "exclude" or "limit" liability because the result of the clause is that no liability arises.
19. But there are changes in what readers know automatically, even leaving aside questions of education, social background, gender, ethnicity or age.
20. I shall raise four main issues, leaving aside the financial strictures and the policy itself, because such matters cannot be dealt with simply in an Adjournment debate.
21. Gentleman says about west Belfast is right, we should also note that, setting terrorism aside.

22. For the first years or so of the war, oil and gas operations, setting aside the damaged Gulf terminals and the dislocation of the northern pipeline, continued very much as during

23. Putting aside the idea that there is an established generalization of the right kind, we might wonder if there is something related:

24. My own favourite, putting price aside, was the Western Systems, but if you want value for money then the Phoenix is well worth a look.

25. It was the only thing on the horizon, shouldering aside achievement and sensation with attention.

26. Brushing aside problem, the major political problem of French colonialism, ('there was no reason to discuss the question further') the real problem for de Lattre was guaranteeing priorities on the delivery of equipment.

27. Multiload moans aside, Sly Spy isn't a bad game.

28. These grumbles aside, the Clio is an easily driven, user-friendly car.

29. The wind aside, the major hazard may be the distracting landscape.

30. That aside, the moral aspect is important.

31. Yeah if we're actually ever gonna make use of it we will, joking aside, have to try and get something.

32. Jill nodded, standing aside, to let Pat precede her into the small side ward.

33. Putting the pad of A4 paper aside for a moment, she consulted a list.

34. “I can sell these in the sunday market for 50 pence,” he says, carefully setting aside a bundle of Time magazines.

35. But now putting personal bitterness aside, he threw his enormous influence on the side of peace.

36. Seeing her wince, Michele lifted her, brushing her objections aside.